
Grow Your Retail Business with
Network Video Solution 
Minimize Shrinkage    Reduce Manpower     Earn More Revenue

ACTi Retail Solutions

International companies and top retailers worldwide are seeking ways to generate profits 

from advanced processes in their operations, promotions, merchandising, human 

resource, and security departments. Video based solutions are not just systems utilized 

for surveillance, but also a solution with intelligence and analysis ability creating great 

value in the retail environment.  Expenditure on a video based solution is a great 

investment benefiting the segments of both sales and safety.
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Different business functions have different needs. ACTi provides a variety of video 
based solutions to improve performance for each sector of operation.

Loss Prevention
For the Loss Prevention, ACTi‘s video based retail solution helps retailers prevent both customer theft and employee’s 
fraudulent activity.

Monitor customer behavior to minimize theft.
Monitor clerk behavior to minimize insider crime, and optimize storekeeper management.
Reduce fraud with exception transaction alerts and automated exception reporting.     

Merchandising 
“Fitting Customers with the Proper Goods” is what the retail merchandising departments pay attention to. ACTi’s video 
based retail solution offers a specific analysis which helps obtain the proper link between goods and target customers.  

Analyze guest numbers versus transaction amount.
Analyze customer behavior in each branch location to make informed decisions.
Deploy proper products to each location; make suggestions bundled with conversion rate reporting.

Marketing
For the marketing department, the following information obtained from the ACTi video based retail solution helps the 
head marketing department make the best well informed decisions. 

Monitor that each store follows the marketing SOP execution with in-store promotion program.
Measure ROI on advertising, analyze numbers versus promotions and improve promotion programs to hit the target 
customers.

Store Operation
ACTi’s IP video based retail solution can be smoothly integrated with any new or existing 
POS system. The utilization of sharp video quality aims at theft prevention and prevents 
transaction arguments:

POS system helps monitor store furnishings that follow SOP 
execution or not.
Monitor store transaction and warehouse inventory with SOP 
execution.
Real-time alert to cashiers being opened without 
administrators.
Real-time alert to unusual transactions through remote 
access; reduce audit and dispatch labor costs.  
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Feature Set

Server Type Recorder with Live View, PTZ and Playback functions
Tower Type Recorder with Live View, PTZ and Playback functions
Retail  in a box for 32-channel Recording
Retail  in a box for 16-channel Recording
Retail  in a box for 8-channel Recording
Retail  in a box for 4-channel Recording

XNR-4200
GNR-2000
XPC-2000
APC-2000
APC-2100
APC-2200
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Select ACTi Solution for Your Retail Business

Benefits of the ACTi Video Based Solutions for Retail Market

64-channel, live view, PTZ, Recorder, Playback, e-map
Manage ACTi Software/Hardware NVR
System Integration Server, POS edition
People counting algorithm
Intelligent video system, virtual tripwire, unattended object
Data warehouse, data mining, reporting system
iPhone, Android

“Minimize Shrinkage, Reduce Manpower and Earn More Revenue” is the competitive advantage ACTi’s video based 
retail solution brings to the retail market. A video based retail solution offers three main functions concerning retailer’s 
business policies. 

Security Management - Minimize Shrinkage
With a sharp and clear image, ACTi’s real-time monitoring capability minimizes theft, insider crime, and unpredictable 
vandalism. The system’s effective investigative capability helps retailers reduce loss.

Business Management -  Reduce Manpower
Through the utilization of real-time video and sales analysis, ACTi’s video based retail solution allows retailers to retrieve 
video data based on transaction and record track from a remote access point. Regional offices can easily access all 
data for all locations from one central station eliminating the need for site visits during store inspection or audit.

Business Intelligence -  Earn More Revenue
ACTi Video based solution presents accurate measurements for front door monitoring, traffic flow, and transaction 
patterns that optimize the sale conversion rate. 



ACTi, Your Best Partner in Retail Business
As a fast growing solution provider, ACTi is dedicated to manufacturing state of the art IP video 

surveillance technology and providing end-to-end turnkey solutions worldwide.  Today, theft 

prevention is simply a fundamental for video surveillance technology; the real value of video 

technology is the minimization of shrinkage across all departments in the retail environment.    

Current video technology generates profit and helps make well informed business decisions.  ACTi's 

retail solution allows a large number of locations with different data, different profiles and different 

customer behaviors to be hosted and analyzed on one centralized database.  The ACTi video based 

retail technology effectively benefits every aspect in the retail environment including; Store 

Operations, Merchandising, Marketing, and Loss Prevention.
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ACTi Corporation
Tel: 886-2-2656-2588   Fax: 886-2-2656-2599
E-mail: sales@acti.com

ACTi U.S. Office
Toll Free : 1-866-410-ACTI (2284)
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